
REFRESH | Rejuvenate | RENEW
Now you can call or TEXT our main number with questions! 303-666-1199

...and November is here!

Thank you for being part of the AES family!

Aesthetic Solutions has been working hard to offer three new and exciting 
procedures to our customers. These include a the Oh-boy-shot as part of 
our Women's Health Program, IV Nutrient Hydration Therapy, and 
Targeted Cool Sculpting weight loss. See below for details.
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Women's Health and the O-Shot

Aging is inevitable, but how you age is not thanks to bio-identical hormone 
optimization (BIHO). Hormone imbalance is a common problem in both 
men and women. The process of aging brings a litany of changes to the 
body, most unwelcome. Hormones are produced by several glands in your 
body and are essential to your health and your physical appearance. 
Hormones decline in all people as they age and restoring them to optimum 
levels will result in more energy, better memory, a healthier heart, stronger 
bones, and a more youthful glow.

Bio-identical hormones are medications created with a molecular formula 
identical to the hormones our body makes. Estrogen and progesterone 
naturally decrease with age and using bio-identical hormones can help 
hormones increase to the levels that were present in our youth. This can 
help you achieve and maintain a better body, a younger appearance and 
better health in general.

Determining which hormones to replenish, how much of each to prescribe 
and how to keep all of these hormones working in harmony requires testing 
and careful supervision. Dr. Todd Dorfman will partner with you to create a 
multi-faceted program that meets your health goals and successfully 
manages your aging process. Dr. Dorfman will keep your health on course, 
tracking progress, reviewing test results, discussing examinations and 
determining adjustments to your personal program along the way. Learn 
more:

https://aestheticsolutionsinc.com/overview-hormone-replacement/

The O-Shot (Oh-boy-shot)

This non-surgical procedure takes around 40 minutes, and involves 
injecting platelet-rich plasma (PRP) back into your body. Admittedly, it 
sounds incredibly alien. It works by doctors drawing half a tablespoon of 
blood from your arm like in a blood test. The blood is then spun in a 
centrifuge - a machine that allows the blood components to separate, 
which isolates the PRP. Learn more:

https://aestheticsolutionsinc.com/overview-hormone-replacement/#



IV Nutrient Hydration Therapy

• Our drips are a combination of different vitamins, mineral and amino 
acids which are essential nutrients.

• All of our drips will hydrate you, replenish your nutrients and give 
you a great boost of energy by replenishing your B vitamins

• Most people think it’s normal to feel exhausted after a day’s worth of 
work, and they go on just accepting it. Well, it’s not normal. If we had 
our proper levels of nutrients, we wouldn’t be feeling like that.

https://aestheticsolutionsinc.com/iv-nutrient-therapy/

Cool-Sculpting with Hcg Diet

WHAT IS COOLSCULPTING?

Aesthetic Solutions is pleased to offer Coolsculpting to our clients through 
our partner program with Cedalion Health. This innovative technology 
allows for targeted fat loss. We are offering a combination of this 
technology with our proven Hcg weight loss program which work 



synergistically to both destroy fat cells in target specific areas and provide 
for global weight loss. 

The CoolSculpting procedure is an innovative way to contour your body by 
freezing unwanted fat away with no surgery or downtime. In just a few 
treatments you will be back to feeling and looking your best.

https://aestheticsolutionsinc.com/coolsculpting/

Esthetician Special

• PRP, Microdermabrasion, or any other add-on service to a 
procedure: Save 35% off of the normal add-on price. Consult your 
service provider for applicable add-on services.

Injector Special 

Tuesday's with Courtney: Courtney Murphy joins AES! Come see Courtney 
and receive a 10% discount on all Women's Health Services and injectables 
she performs.

Aesthetic Solutions Featured Provider

Meet Courtney Murphy



Courtney Murphy is a Licensed RN with a passion for Women's Sexual 
Health and enhancing the natural beauty of her customers through her 
expertise with neurotoxin and filler injections. Her work in Women's Health 
has been both transformative and gratifying. "There is no need to 
compromise the quality and enjoyment of our lives as we age. Let's do it the 
best that we can!"

Product Special, all sunscreens



Five reason to wear your sunscreen in the winter as well as the summer.

1.       Snow nearly doubles your exposure to UV rays.

If you’re like us, the lure of the outdoors is too much to resist. The Rocky 
Mountains are our backyard, so we bundle up and head to the high country. 
Some of us are better than others on the slopes, but whether you excel at 
making fresh tracks or spend more time than you’d like closer to the 
ground, the snow reflects back 80-percent of UVA rays, nearly doubling 
your exposure!

2.       The atmosphere is thinner at high elevations.

When you’re taking in those mountain views, keep in mind UV increases by 
nearly four percent for every 1,000-foot increase in elevation. That’s a lot of 
exposure—much more than any day at the beach.

3.       UVA rays can go through glass.

Even if you prefer the view from inside where it’s nice and warm, you’re 
still at risk for UVA skin damage. While UVB rays are mostly blocked by 
glass and clouds, 50- to 60-percent of UVA rays go right through windows.

4.       The Earth is closest to the sun in the middle of the winter.

The changes of the season are a result of the tilt of the Earth, not how close 
our little blue planet is to the sun. In the northern hemisphere, we’re 
closest to the sun about two weeks after the winter solstice. We’re the 
furthest from the sun about two weeks after the summer solstice.

5.       Ozone, the Earth’s “sunscreen,” is the thinnest during the winter.

Ozone acts like the Earth’s sunscreen, filtering out and protecting us from 
harmful UV rays. In the Northern Hemisphere, ozone levels are generally 
the lowest from December to March.

From Goddess Garden Organics



Save 10% on all in stock sunscreens!

Call or Text Today 303 666 1199

Schedule Today


